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THE SPEAKER FOR ALL SEASONS
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ATRIUM SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS

ATRIUM® SUB10/SAT30 SYSTEM—
BUILT FOR YOUR OUTDOOR LISTENING
PLEASURE ALL YEAR LONG
Like the entire Atrium Series, the Atrium Sub/Sat System
delivers great sound in stylish weather-proof housings with
a variety of outdoor mounting and placement options. But
unlike other outdoor speaker systems, the Atrium Sat30
and Sub10 create a complete, full-range loudspeaker
system with the impact of a true home theater system
right on your deck or in your yard.
Polk Audio®’s Atrium Sub10 is an indoor-quality 10"
downward-firing subwoofer constructed of waterproof
materials and housed in a mineral-filled composite
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enclosure. Its long-throw Dynamic Balance® cone technology
forces low frequency response straight down, turning the
whole earth into your bass-producing instrument! This is deep,
musical bass that will get you up and dancing. The acousticallymatched, satellite speakers are free to rock out in the upper
registers, delivering Polk® quality sound that fills out the
full-range effects of the system, even in wide-open
outdoor environments.
For music or even outdoor movies, the Atrium Sub/Sat
System creates the mood, turning your backyard into
a dancehall, a movie theater, a cozy dining room or
a fun day by the pool.

DYNAMIC BALANCE®
Advanced laser imaging technology allowed Polk Audio engineers to see the entire vibrating surface of a driver
and tweeter; they could actually see the resonance develop on the speaker cones—resonance that is the root
cause of loudspeaker distortion (A). Being able to see the resonance develop, they determined the “Dynamic
Balance” of high-tech materials, geometry and construction that effectively tune out the offending resonance
(B). Exclusive Dynamic Balance Composite Material Technology delivers sound that’s effortlessly clean and
clear, even at lifelike volume. See more about Dynamic Balance at www.polkaudio.com/catalog/technology/.
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NATURAL SOUND IN A NATURAL SETTING
No mock-“rock” speaker can match the rock that comes
from this sub/sat system. Polk Audio has been the leader
in compact sub/sat systems for twenty years, and we know
the secret to serious full-range sound reproduction in small
speaker systems. The secret is deep bass. No outdoor speaker
system can do it. Outdoors, with no walls or room corners
to interfere, bass frequencies have nowhere to go, so
they fly off into space leaving you feeling thin and tinny.
Polk Audio’s Atrium Sub10 changes that equation.
Meanwhile, the acoustically-matched Sat30 satellite speakers
are free to rock out in the upper registers. The detailed, highfidelity sound of the Sat30 satellite speakers, when partnered
with the Atrium Sub10 subwoofer, produces the kind of dynamic
full-range performance that is guaranteed to get the party
started, even in wide-open outdoor environments.

MORE THAN A LANDSCAPE SPEAKER
The Sat30s are tastefully designed to mimic high-end outdoor
lighting, so they can be installed anywhere and they’ll never
get in the way of your landscape. They’re color impregnated
and impact tested to stand up to the elements for years to
come. The Sub10 is built tough and can support up to 200 lbs,
so you can use it as a plant stand or a side table. Its durable
terracotta finish is paintable to match your outdoor décor.
And with multiple innovative mounting options for the Sat30s,
you can enjoy the system anywhere, from your yard to your
porch, in breezeways or pagodas, and in Florida rooms or
sunrooms. Anywhere you want to combine your love of
the great audio with your love of great outdoors.
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ATRIUM SUB10
Downward-firing 10" subwoofer driver delivers
earth-shaking bass.
Sealed in a molded mineral-filled composite enclosure
that meets Polk’s own exacting standards for years
of weather-proof outdoor performance.
Color-impregnated resin will never fade.
Paint it to match your outdoor décor.
Use it as a plant stand or a pedestal table.
Includes 1 meter CL3 rated 4 conductor direct burial pigtail
cable. No exposed wiring gets in the way of the weed whacker.
Maximum wiring flexibility with built-in high performance
crossover technology. The dual-voice-coil Sub10, with built-in
low-pass filters, can be connected directly to its own amplifier
channels for independent volume control. Or an easy two-channel connection can be made by connecting the three-speaker
sub/sat system to your two-channel amplifier.
Optional grille available.
ALL WEATHER OUTDOOR SUBWOOFER
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
16 7/8" DIAMETER X 11" H
(42.86CM DIAMETER X 27.94CM H)
OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40Hz - 200Hz.

Security Eyebolt

Optional Grille

Key Hole Slots

SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MORE DETAILED
PRODUCT INFORMATION.

TERRACOTTA
(PAINTABLE)

200 Watt downward-firing subwoofer delivers earth-shaking
bass. Literally. Massive 10" long-throw Dynamic Balance
driver eliminates distortion for deeper, cleaner bass even
at higher volume.

ATRIUM SUB10
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ATRIUM SAT30
Each satellite speaker features a 3 1/2" long-throw midrange
driver & 3/4" dome tweeter with Dynamic Balance technology
for ideal stiffness, damping and low mass, delivering superb
clarity, detail and high efficiency even in outdoor environments.
Acoustically-matched to blend seamlessly with the Sub10
subwoofer even in difficult, wide-open outdoor spaces.
Cabinet shape breaks up internal resonance
for clean, clear sound.
Withstands years of weather with a mineral-filled
polypropylene housing and stainless steel grilles
and hardware. These speakers live outside.
Mount the satellites on your deck or on the wall;
drop them from the ceiling with the pendant-mount,
or drive them into the ground using the speaker stake
and angle the speakers for optimum performance.
All weatherproof mounting hardware is included.
ALL WEATHER OUTDOOR SATELLITE
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
6" H X 5 1/2" W X 8" D
(15.24CM H X 13.97CM W X 20.32CM D)
OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 100Hz - 22kHz.
SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MORE DETAILED
PRODUCT INFORMATION.

BROWN
(PAINTABLE)

Pendant Mounting

Ground Mounting
With Security Plate

Deck & Wall Mounting

Mount the satellites on your deck or on the wall; drop
them from the ceiling with the quick-change pendantmount, or drive them into the ground using the speaker
stake and angle the speakers for optimum performance.

ATRIUM SAT30
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